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The electron-phonon matrix elements are calculated for the radial breathing mode sRBMd and the G-band A
symmetry mode of single-wall carbon nanotubes. The RBM intensity decreases with increasing nanotube
diameter and chiral angle. The RBM intensity at van Hove singular k points is larger outside the two-
dimensional Brillouin zone around the K point than inside the Brillouin zone. For the G band A symmetry
mode, the matrix element shows that all semiconducting nanotubes have nonzero LO mode intensity, and the
LO mode generally has a larger intensity than the TO mode, while the ratio of the intensity of the LO mode to
that of the TO mode decreases with increasing chiral angle. In particular, zigzag nanotubes have zero intensity
for the TO mode, and armchair nanotubes have zero intensity for the LO mode. Using the matrix elements thus
obtained, the resonance Raman excitation profiles are calculated for nanotube samples under different broad-
ening factor g regimes. For semiconducting nanotubes, the excitation profiles for the RBM are consistent with
experiments. For metallic nanotubes, a quantum interference effect in the Raman intensity is found for both the
RBM and LO modes. For the RBM and LO modes, different kinds of excitation profiles are discussed for
nanotube samples in the large and small g regimes by considering the electron-phonon matrix element and the
trigonal warping effect. For nanotube samples in the large g regime, a shift in the energy of the peak in the
RBM intensity relative to the corresponding peak in the joint density of states is found.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.205420 PACS numberssd: 78.67.Ch, 78.40.2q, 78.30.2j
I. INTRODUCTION
Raman spectroscopy has provided a noninvasive, contact-
less method of sample characterization, and a method for
studying the electronic and vibrational properties of single-
wall carbon nanotubes sSWNTsd.1,2 Resonance enhancement
in the Raman cross section can be observed when the energy
separation Eii for an optical transition is close to the laser
excitation energy EL.1 As for the first-order Raman pro-
cesses, the RBM and the G-band mode are known to have
strong intensity in the lower snear 100–400 cm−1d and
higher s,1600 cm−1d frequency regions, respectively. In the
radial breathing mode sRBMd mode, all carbon atoms move
coherently in the radial direction. The RBM frequency is
proportional to the inverse diameter sdt
−1d of the tube and can
be described by an empirical relation.3,4 Raman spectroscopy
for the RBM is therefore often used to determine the diam-
eter or diameter distribution in SWNT samples5,6 and is fur-
ther used to assign the chiral index sn ,md of individual
SWNTs by considering their resonant transitions.7–9
The Raman-active G band consists of A ,E1, and E2 sym-
metry modes.4,10,11 Each symmetry mode splits into a TO
mode and a LO mode because of both a zone folding12,13 and
a curvature effect.14 Experiments have provided strong evi-
dence for the importance of SWNT chirality for the G-band
Raman intensity.15,16
Theoretically, both an ab initio17 and a symmetry-adapted
nonorthogonal tight-binding model18 were used to derive the
electron-phonon se-phd matrix element sMd for the RBM,
where the deformation potential was assumed to be equal to
the first derivative of the transition energy with respect to the
nanotube radius. In a previous paper,15 the nonresonant
bond-polarization theory was applied to calculate the G-band
Raman intensity, and the calculated chirality dependence of
the G-band intensity was shown to be consistent with the
experimental results.15
So far we have developed computer programs to calculate
the e-ph interaction in graphite and SWNTs based on first-
order, time-dependent perturbation theory.19–21 We have ap-
plied these e-ph matrix elements to study the relaxation pro-
cesses for photoexcited electron-hole pairs in graphite and
SWNTs.19,20 The calculated relaxation time is consistent with
experiments.22–27 In graphite we find far infrared light emis-
sion at a certain energy close to the Fermi level.19 In SWNTs,
various kinds of phonon-assisted electron-hole relaxation
processes in the photoluminescence excitation spectra are
predicted, including a one-phonon process, a hot-electron lu-
minescence process, a Raman process, and these processes
can well explain the photoluminescence excitation spectra
observed experimentally.28,29
In this paper, we further apply the e-ph matrix elements M
to a calculation of the first-order Raman intensity as a func-
tion of EL.30 The chirality dependence of the matrix element
at Eii is studied in detail for both the RBM and G-band
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modes. For the G band, due to the depolarization effect, the
electronic response for light polarization perpendicular to the
tube axis is strongly suppressed.31 Correspondingly, polar-
ized Raman measurements show that the G-band Raman
scattering is the strongest in the case where both the incident
and scattered light polarizations are parallel to the tube
axis.14 Thus, we here restrict ourselves to consider only the A
symmetry, which is expected to have the largest intensity.
The dependence of the matrix element on chirality can well
explain the dependence of the Raman intensity on chirality
observed by experiments.15,16,32
The optical transition energies Eii can be obtained by both
resonance Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence.33,34
In Raman spectroscopy, the Eii energies can be obtained by
analyzing the Stokes sSd or anti-Stokes sASd Raman intensity
peak positions or by measuring the anti-Stokes and Stokes
Raman spectra on the same isolated SWNT.35
For a sodium dodecyl sulfate sSDSd wrapped SWNT
sample, the RBM resonance Raman spectroscopy window is
about 0.06 eV sRef. 33d and the two peaks corresponding to
the incident and scattered resonance conditions cannot be
resolved, because the resonance window, i.e., the broadening
factor, g s<0.06 eVd is too large.33 By calculating the reso-
nance Raman excitation profiles sRRPsd, we find in the
present work that for the SDS wrapped samples, the peak
positions for the RBM intensity are neither at Eii, nor at Eii
+ERBM swhere ERBM is the RBM phonon energyd, but rather
are at Eii+ sERBM/2d, which indicates the importance of find-
ing a proper correction factor for the experimental methods
in order to get reliable Eii energies from Raman spectroscopy
for samples with large g values.
Experimentally, there are other kinds of SWNT samples,
namely, SWNTs on a Si substrate or freely suspended
SWNTs, where the broadening factor g is 10 times smaller
than that for the SDS wrapped samples.36 For such a kind of
sample, it is possible to resolve the incident and scattered
resonance peaks in the RBM Raman spectra. Thus, we study
here the RRPs for samples in both the large and small g
regimes.
In comparison to semiconducting nanotubes, metallic
nanotubes have different characteristics in both Raman spec-
troscopy and photoluminescence. The lack of an energy gap
at the Fermi energy induces a quenching of photolumines-
cence. The presence of free electrons results in an asym-
metrically broadened Breit-Wigner-Fano line shape around
the TO mode frequency for G-band scattering.37 More im-
portantly, the trigonal warping effect in metallic nanotubes
introduces two peaks in the joint density of states sJDOSd for
each Eii transition.38 However, the RBM Raman spectra for
metallic SDS wrapped SWNTs only show one peak corre-
sponding to the lower energy peak in the JDOS.32,33 We find
in the present work that the e-ph matrix elements inside and
outside the two-dimensional s2Dd Brillouin zone sBZd
around the K point have opposite signs, and thus there is a
positive interference effect between these two peaks in the
JDOS. The large g value and the positive interference effect
will merge the two peaks into one peak for some of the
metallic nanotubes. Also, the node effect for the higher en-
ergy peaks will make the corresponding Raman signals be-
come very weak for nanotubes with large chiral angles. Fur-
thermore, the matrix elements have smaller values for the
higher energy peaks. These results can help us to understand
the disappearance of the upper energy peak signals in the
experimental measurements on metallic nanotubes.32,33
Motivated by the observations that for metallic nanotubes
the energy spacing between the two peaks in the RBM inten-
sity is decreased by the quantum interference effect, we find
in this work an approach for correcting the experimental data
to obtain reliable Eii energies from measured Raman spectra
for metallic tubes.
We should mention that in this paper we will not consider
exciton states, which have been recently pointed out to be
relevant for describing the optical spectra of small diameter
SWNTs.39 So far all Raman scattering theories that have
been proposed are free electron-hole theories, that is, they
neglect excitonic effects. Very recent theoretical works show
that without exciton states, the calculated RBM Raman in-
tensity in SWNTs can still explain many experimental mea-
surements well,17,40 indicating that except for the absolute
values, the relative Raman intensities may not be so sensitive
to excitonic effects, since the optical matrix elements are
only weakly dependent on energy.41 If excitonic corrections
are needed, we believe that these corrections will be smaller
in nanotubes with a large diameter sdt.1.1 nmd. We do not
focus on small diameter tubes, although we will refer to
small diameter nanotubes as appropriate throughout the pa-
per. Furthermore, due to their increased screening, we expect
excitonic effects to be less important in metallic nanotubes.
Actually, the theoretically calculated exciton binding energy
for the metallic s3,3d tube is 10 times smaller than that for
the s8,0d tube, a semiconducting tube.39 By not focusing in
this paper on small diameter nanotubes, the results obtained
here for the quantum interference effect for metallic nano-
tubes are informative without considering exciton states.
In Sec. II, we show how to calculate the e-ph matrix ele-
ments. In Sec. III, we study the chirality dependence of the
e-ph matrix elements for first-order Raman processes. In
Secs. IV and V, the resonance Raman excitation spectra for
the RBM and G band A symmetry mode are calculated, re-
spectively. In Sec. VI, the theoretical results are discussed in
connection with possible future experiments. In Sec. VII, a
summary is given.
II. ELECTRON-PHONON MATRIX ELEMENT THEORY
A periodic displacement of atoms around the equilibrium
sites gives rise to the e-ph interaction which can be treated in
first-order time-dependent perturbation theory.19 Due to the
CN symmetry of a SWNT,10 we can treat the matrix elements
within the graphene unit cell, which has only one sA ,Bd
carbon atom-pair. A normalized e-ph matrix element from
the k to k8 electronic states coupled by the nth phonon is
given by19,20
Mnsk,k8d =
1
2AnsqdD
nsk,k8d , s1d
in which the amplitude of the phonon vibration is
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Ansqd = F "NumCvnsqdG
1/2
s2d
and the matrix element Dn is given by
Dnsk,k8d = o
s,s8,s=A,B
o
Rs8,Rs
Nu
C
s8
* sk8dCsskdmssRs8,Rsd · es
nsqd
3 e−ik8·sRs8−Rsdeik·sRs−Rsd. s3d
Here Nu , mC, and vn are the number of graphene unit cells
in the SWNT, the mass of a carbon atom, and the phonon
eigenvalue for the nth phonon, respectively, while Cs and es
n
are the electron wave function coefficient and phonon eigen-
vector, respectively. Rs and Rs8 are the two electron centers,
and Rs is the atomic potential center. In Eq. s3d, m is an
atomic deformation potential vector
mssRs8,Rsd =E fsr − Rs8d „ vsr − Rsdfsr − Rsddr . s4d
The deformation potential vector m is a three center integral,
i.e., with a potential center Rs and two electron centers Rs8
and Rs. umsu has a maximum value s<6.4 eV/Åd when the
two electron centers are at the same site and the potential
center is on a nearest-neighbor site.20 Since umu quickly de-
creases with increasing distance between an electron center
and the potential center, the electron centers are taken up to
the fourth nearest-neighbor in our calculations.20
To calculate m, we fit the calculated carbon 2pz orbital
and the carbon atomic potential to a set of Gaussians. The
electron wave function fsr−Rsd and the atomic potential
vsr−Rsd can thus be expressed by
fsr − Rsd = fsx − xsdcos ws + sy − ysdsin wsg
3o
l
Il expF− sr − Rsd22sl2 G ,
vsr − Rsd =
1
ur − Rsu
o
l
vl expF− sr − Rsd22tl2 G , s5d
where ws is the angle from the positive x-axis to the atom at
site Rs. We find that by using four Gaussians sl=1,2,3,4d,
both the electron wave function and the atomic potential can
be fitted very well. The fitting parameters for these functions
are listed in Table I.21 Substituting Eq. s5d into Eq. s4d, the
three center integrals for m can be evaluated analytically.
For the RBM and G band modes with A symmetry, the
phonon wave vector for these first order Raman processes is
selected as q=0 and thus Eq. s3d can be further simplified to
yield
Dnsk,kd = o
s,s8=A,B
o
Rs8,Rs
Nu
C
s8
* skdCsskde−ik·sRs8−Rsd
3 eA
n
· fmAsRs8,Rsd ± UswBAdmBsRs8,Rsdg ,
s6d
where + and − are for the RBM and the G band modes with
A symmetry, respectively, UswBAd with wBA=wB−wA is a ro-
tation matrix around the nanotube axis from the B atom to
the A atom in the 2D graphite unit cell, and the phonon
eigenvectors eA for the A atom are given by
eA
RBM
=
1
˛2 s1,0,0d
eA
TO
=
1
˛2 s0,1,0d
eA
LO
=
1
˛2 s0,0,1d . s7d
III. CHIRALITY DEPENDENCE
OF THE ELECTRON-PHONON MATRIX ELEMENT
FOR THE RBM AND G BAND A
SYMMETRY MODES
A. RBM electron-phonon matrix element
The e-ph matrix element for an electron-hole pair with
wave vector k is expressed by17
Mskd = Mskcd − Mskvd , s8d
with Mskcd and Mskvd the matrix elements for the conduc-
tion and valence bands at k, respectively. In Fig. 1, we plot
smooth curves42 for the evaluation of the matrix element
along equienergy contours of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 eV in the 2D
BZ of graphite. The real sn ,md SWNTs would appear as
discrete points along the continuous lines in Fig. 1. The k
point in the 2D BZ is selected to be the E22S van Hove sin-
gular svHSd k point for semiconducting nanotubes with chi-
ral angle u. Because of the experimentally observed s2n
+md family effect,32,33,43 we classify semiconducting nano-
tubes into two kinds, i.e., the mod s2n+m ,3d=1 type I sSId
and mods2n+m ,3d=2 type II sSIId semiconducting
nanotubes.43 From the Kataura plot,32,33,43,44 it is known that
the SWNT diameters dt corresponding to E22S =1.5, 2.0, and
2.5 eV are in the range of 1.16–1.30, 0.86–1.00, and 0.64–
0.80 nm, respectively. Thus, the transition energy depen-
dence directly reflects the SWNT diameter dependence. Fig-
ure 1sad shows that the value of uMu generally decreases with
increasing chiral angle. Moreover, M increases with increas-
ing transition energy E22
S
, indicating that uMu decreases with
TABLE I. The fitting parameters for the 2pz wave function and
the atomic potential of carbon sRef. 21d where l=1,2,3,4 denotes a
set of Gaussians.
l 1 2 3 4
Il 0.050 0.413 1.061 1.046
sl satomic unitsd 2.165 0.907 0.130 0.387
vl sHartreed −2.134 −1.000 −2.000 −0.740
tl satomic unitsd 0.250 0.040 1.000 2.800
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increasing dt. With the same transition energy, i.e., a similar
dt value, and the same chiral angle, SI tubes have a larger uMu
than SII tubes. Furthermore, SI tubes have positive M, while
SII tubes generally have negative M. Close to u=30°, M for
SII tubes changes its sign and at 30°, M becomes the same
for both SI and SII tubes with the same transition energy. We
should point out that M has nodes for SII tubes in the high
chiral angle range, and the nodes move to a smaller chiral
angle range with increasing E22
S energy ssee black dots in
Fig. 1d. The node position for SII tubes is approximately
given by
uN
SII
= 30.08 − 2.05E22SII, s9d
with uN and E22
SII in units of degrees and electron volts, re-
spectively. Correspondingly, the RBM Raman peaks for SII
SWNTs with u around uN should have very weak intensities.
This node effect needs to be checked by future careful ex-
perimental work, not within the scope of the present paper.
The vHSs for the E22
S transition exist outside and inside of
the 2D Brillouin zone around the K point for SI and SII
tubes, respectively fsee the inset of Fig. 1sadg. The chirality
dependence of M shown in Fig. 1sad for SI and SII tubes is a
general result for vHSs outside and inside the 2D BZ for an
Eii transition. That is, uMu decreases with increasing dt and u,
so that uMu has a larger value outside the 2D BZ than inside
the 2D BZ, and generally M has an opposite sign outside and
inside the 2D BZ.
For metallic nanotubes, there are two vHSs for each Eii
M
giving rise to a splitting into two peaks EiiL
M and EiiH
M in the
JDOS, which can be understood by the trigonal warping
effect.38 The vHS k points for the lower and higher energy
peaks, EiiL
M and EiiH
M
, exist outside and inside the 2D BZ,
respectively. A plot similar to Fig. 1sad for the E11
M transition
for metallic nanotubes is shown in Fig. 1sbd with upper and
lower curves being for the E11L
M and E11H
M peaks, respectively.
Figure 1sbd indicates that a metallic nanotube has a larger
RBM intensity for E11L
M than for E11H
M
. Moreover, M for the
E11H
M vHSs has nodes in the high chiral angle range. Regard-
ing chirality, the node position for the E11H
M vHSs is approxi-
mately given by
uN
M
= 30.27 − 2.17E11H
M
. s10d
The opposite sign in M shown in Fig. 1sbd for E11L
M and E11H
M
vHSs gives rise to an interesting quantum interference effect
in the RBM intensity for metallic nanotubes, which will be
discussed in detail in this paper. From the Kataura plot of Eii
vs dt,33,43,44 we know that with a similar transition energy, the
diameter corresponding to the E11M transition for metallic
nanotubes is larger than the diameter corresponding to the
E22
S transition for semiconducting nanotubes. Correspond-
ingly, for two curves with the same transition energy, the
curve in Fig. 1sbd has a smaller uMu value than the curve in
Fig. 1sad.
The chirality dependence of M can explain the chirality
dependence of the RBM Raman intensity. The experimental
measurements show that the RBM intensity for both metallic
and semiconducting nanotubes decreases with increasing dt
and u, and for E22S transitions, the SI tubes generally have a
larger intensity than SII tubes.32 These experimental results
are consistent with the present theoretical predictions for the
e-ph matrix element dependence on chirality.
By assuming that the deformation potential for the RBM
is equal to the first derivative of the transition energy with
respect to the nanotube radius, a recent ab initio17 calculation
pointed out that for a particular Eii transition, uMu is propor-
tional to 1/dt, and for nanotubes with a similar dt, uMu is up
to one order of magnitude stronger for zigzag tubes than for
armchair tubes. Moreover, the matrix elements of zigzag
tubes are found to show either a larger or a smaller magni-
tude with opposite signs.17 These results are consistent with
the present general results for the diameter and chiral angle
dependence of uMu and tube type sSI or SIId dependence of
M shown in Fig. 1.
B. G band A symmetry mode electron-phonon matrix element
The matrix elements for the G band A symmetry sad LO
and sbd TO modes are shown in Fig. 2, which also shows
smooth curves for the evaluation of the matrix elements
along the equienergy contours of 1.5 and 2.0 eV for E22S
transitions for SI and SII tubes. It is seen that M for the LO
mode has a weak diameter and chiral angle dependence rela-
tive to uMu, while M for the TO mode has a strong chirality
dependence. Figure 2sad also indicates that M has a different
FIG. 1. The chiral angle dependence of the e-ph matrix element
M of the RBM for sad the E22
S transition for semiconducting nano-
tubes, and sbd the E11
M transition for metallic nanotubes. The matrix
element M is in units of ˛" / sNumCd with Nu and mC the number of
graphene unit cells in the SWNT and the mass of a carbon atom. sad
Upper and lower curves are for SI and SII nanotubes, and solid,
dashed, and long-dashed curves are for transition energies 1.5, 2.0,
and 2.5 eV, respectively. The inset shows the vHS positions in the
2D BZ. The SI vHSs are outside the 2D BZ of graphite and the SII
vHSs are inside the 2D BZ, defined by the symmetry points K and
M. sbd Upper and lower curves are for vHSs with lower E11L
M and
higher E11H
M energies, and solid and dashed curves are for transition
energies 2.0 and 2.5 eV, respectively. The dots in sad and sbd indi-
cate the node positions for the corresponding transition energies.
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sign for the LO mode for SI and SII tubes, and furthermore
SI tubes have a larger uMu value than SII tubes for a similar
dt and u except for u=30°. Moreover, unlike the case of the
RBM, uMu for the LO mode remains large, and at u=30°, M
does not become the same, but instead becomes opposite in
sign for the SI and SII tubes. For the TO mode, we can see
that M has the same sign for SI and SII tubes, and M =0 for
zigzag tubes, while uMu increases with increasing chiral
angle.
Comparing Fig. 2sad with Fig. 2sbd, it is seen that the LO
mode always has a larger uMu than the TO mode. We should
mention here that the chiral angle dependence of M for SI
and SII tubes is a general result for vHSs outside and inside
the 2D BZ, respectively, for any Eii transition.
The M dependence of the chirality shown in Fig. 2 can be
used to explain the experimental observations for the G band
intensity with A symmetry for semiconducting
nanotubes.15,16 Experimental measurements show that the
LO mode always has a larger intensity than the TO mode in
SWNTs, the ratio between the intensity of the LO and TO
modes becoming smaller with increasing chiral angle.15,16
Furthermore, experiments show that the TO mode has a very
small intensity at u,0°.15,16 These experimental results are
consistent with the present predictions from the chirality de-
pendence of M. We should mention that for some special
cases, the TO mode can have a similar or even larger inten-
sity than the LO mode for semiconducting nanotubes, which
can be explained by the E symmetry phonon modes and the
special resonance conditions.45
Figure 2 shows M for semiconducting tubes. If we substi-
tute SI and SII in Fig. 2 by E11L
M and E11H
M
, respectively, we
will get a plot similar to the plot for metallic nanotubes for
E11
M energies 1.5 and 2.0 eV. The result that at u=30° sarm-
chair nanotubesd M for the LO mode has an opposite sign but
the same value for the two vHSs with the same energy out-
side and inside the 2D BZ is important for explaining the
vanishing of the LO mode intensity in armchair sand other
u<30° metallicd tubes. Armchair tubes are special metallic
tubes, which have two vHSs with the same energy outside
and inside the 2D BZ around the same K point.10 Their op-
posite sign and equal M magnitudes causes the LO mode
intensity to be zero in armchair tubes, which agrees with the
predictions of group theory.10
IV. RBM RESONANCE RAMAN EXCITATION PROFILES
The resonance Raman intensity for first-order modes,
such as the RBM and G band, in the Stokes process for a
carbon nanotube as a function of laser energy EL can be
calculated by the formula46
ISsELd = Csnph + 1dSEaEeD
2S TNcDUom=0
N−1
ImsELdU2 s11d
where C is a tube-independent constant, Ea s=ELd and Ee are
absorption and emission photon energies, respectively, nph
= fe−bEph−1g−1 is the phonon thermal factor, Nc and T are the
number of cutting lines and the one-dimensional s1Dd unit
vector length of the nanotube, respectively. ImsELd is the con-
tribution to the Raman intensity from the mth energy band
which is given by
ImsELd =E Mopsm,kdMMopsm,kdfEL − Emskd − iggfEL − Emskd − Eph − iggdk
s12d
For the anti-Stokes process, the phonon number factor snph
+1d in Eq. s11d should be replaced by nph and the term −Eph
in the second factor in the denominator of Eq. s12d should be
replaced by +Eph. The optical matrix element Mop for the
electron-photon interaction is calculated by using our previ-
ously published formula.41 The experimentally measured
broadening factor g in Eq. s12d is 0.06 eV for the SDS
wrapped SWNT samples,33 and g is ten times smaller for
isolated SWNTs on a Si substrate.36 Thus, in our calcula-
tions, we take g=0.06 and 0.006 eV to model the different
experimental regimes for large g and small g, respectively.
Hereafter, we will mainly discuss the Stokes process. The
results for the anti-Stokes process are closely related to those
for the Stokes process.
A. Semiconducting nanotubes
In the case of g=0.06 eV, the RBM phonon energy is too
small to resolve the two resonance conditions for the incident
and scattered photons, while in the case of g=0.006 eV, it is
possible to resolve the two peaks for the two resonance con-
ditions. Therefore, for semiconducting nanotubes, we can see
one peak sg=0.06 eVd or two peaks sg=0.006 eVd in the
different g regimes in the RRP for each Eii
S transition.
1. Large g case
Figure 3 shows the calculated RBM RRP in the Stokes
process for the E22
S transition for sad an SI type s13,5d tube
and sbd an SII type s13,6d tube. The g value is taken to be
0.06 eV to illustrate the large g regime. As expected, due to
the large g value, the intensity peak position is neither at E22
S
nor at E22
S +ERBM but rather is at E22S + sERBM/2d. Thus, when
we try to get the Eii transition energy by analyzing the RBM
intensity peak position, we should consider the correction
FIG. 2. The chiral angle dependence of the e-ph matrix element
of the G band mode with A symmetry: sad LO mode and sbd TO
mode for the E22
S transition. Solid and dashed curves are for the
transition energies 1.5 and 2.0 eV, respectively. The matrix element
is given in units of ˛" / sNumCd with Nu the number of graphite unit
cells in the SWNT and mC the mass of a carbon atom. sad Upper
and lower sets of curves are for SI and SII nanotubes, respectively.
sbd Thick and thin curves are for SI and SII tubes, respectively.
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factor ERBM/2. Comparing Fig. 3sad with Fig. 3sbd, it is seen
that with a similar dt and u, the SI tube has a larger intensity
than the SII tube, which follows from the tube type depen-
dence of the matrix element ssee Sec. IIId and is consistent
with experimental observations sRef. 32d.
For the E22
S transition, Eq. s12d indicates that the Raman
intensity is dominated by the states at the E22S band edge,
where the resonance condition is satisfied and the JDOS is
large. The states for the E11
S band with energies close to E22S
also make a contribution to the intensity since the resonance
condition is satisfied. However, these states for the E11S band
are far from the E11
S band edge and the JDOS there is much
smaller compared to the JDOS at the E22S band edge. Thus,
these E11
S band states only provide a weak contribution to the
observed RBM intensity. The interference effect between the
states at the E22
S band edge and the states for the E11S band in
the resonance window will slightly change the RRP shape
and will slightly shift the peak position. Thus, the peak po-
sition in Fig. 3 cannot be exactly at E22S +ERBM/2. But, the
peak position shift from E22
S +ERBM/2 should be much
smaller than 10 meV since ERBM/2 is about 10 meV.
The shape of the RRP in Fig. 3 agrees with
experiment.32,33 In comparison to the JDOS, the asymmetry
in the Raman intensity has been decreased due to an inter-
ference effect among the states at the band edge. The matrix
elements are approximately the same for the states at the
band edge. Thus, the matrix element has a negligible effect
on the shape of the RBM RRP and the interference effect
comes from the denominator of Eq. s12d.
By doing experiments with the Stokes and anti-Stokes
processes, one can get a so-called accurate experimental
value of Eii.35 For the small g s,0.006 eVd case, the prin-
ciple of this method has already been discussed.35 For the
large g case, Fig. 3 indicates that the intensity peak has been
shifted by ERBM/2 away from Eii. Thus, we would like to
know whether or not a correction factor is needed.
Figure 4 shows the calculated RRPs for the RBM for both
the Stokes and anti-Stokes processes for the E22S transition for
an SI type s13,5d tube with g=0.06 eV. The normalized anti-
Stokes intensity shown in Fig. 4 is obtained by multiplying
the measured intensity by snph+1d /nph3 fsEL+Ephd / sEL
−Ephdg2. The peaks for the Stokes and anti-Stokes processes
in Fig. 4 are at E22
S +ERBM/2 and E22S −ERBM/2, respectively.
Thus, the E22
S are at the position where the Stokes and nor-
malized anti-Stokes processes have the same intensity. It fol-
lows that for the large g case,33 we can also get an accurate
value of the Eii energy by the same method as is used for the
small g case35 and no correction factor is needed. The cross-
ing point for the two curves in Fig. 4 is slightly shifted from
E22
S due to the interference effect between the states in the
E11
S and E22S bands. The energy shift should be smaller than
10 meV, as we have mentioned earlier.
2. Small g case
Because of the small phonon energy for the RBM, to
clearly see two separated peaks for the incident and scattered
resonance in the RBM intensity profile, the broadening factor
should be sufficiently small. For a s13,5d or a s13,6d tube
with ERBM<0.023 eV, the two peaks can be resolved when
g=0.006 eV. However, when g increases to be 0.008 eV, the
two peaks can no longer be clearly resolved. For a s10,5d
tube with ERBM<0.028 eV, the two peaks can already be
resolved for g=0.008 eV. The earlier discussion explains
why it is difficult to observe two clearly resolved peaks even
for SWNTs on a Si substrate for larger dt SWNTs.36 The
RBM intensities for an sad SI s13,5d and sbd SII s13,6d with
g=0.006 eV are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that the interfer-
ence effect between the E11S and E22S bands moves the inci-
dent and scattered peak positions away from E22S and E22S
+Eph, respectively, by an energy smaller than 10 meV. This
means that we can get the Eii energy directly from the RBM
intensity peak position and the accuracy for Eii determined in
FIG. 3. Calculated Raman intensity in the Stokes process for the
RBM vs excitation energy EL for sad an SI s13,5d tube and sbd an SII
s13,6d tube and using g=0.06 eV. FIG. 4. The RBM Raman intensity vs excitation energy EL for
an SI s13,5d tube. Solid and dashed lines are for Stokes and anti-
Stokes processes, respectively, and the plots are for g=0.06 eV ssee
text for normalization of the anti-Stokes curved.
FIG. 5. Raman intensity in the Stokes process for the RBM vs
excitation energy EL for sad an SI s13,5d tube and sbd an SII s13,6d
tube and using g=0.006 eV.
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this way is up to 10 meV. Similar to Fig. 3, the results in Fig.
5 also indicate that with a similar dt and u, an SI semicon-
ducting tube has a larger intensity than an SII tube.
B. Metallic nanotubes
For metallic nanotubes, the trigonal warping effect in the
energy dispersion relation splits each vHS Eii
M peak in the
JDOS into two peaks sEiiL
M and EiiH
M
, lower and higher energy
peaksd, depending on the SWNT chirality.38 Metallic zigzag
nanotubes exhibit a maximum splitting, while no splitting is
expected for armchair tubes. The splitting energy DE11M
=E11H
M
−E11L
M for metallic nanotubes is also inversely propor-
tional to dt. We calculate the splitting energy by using the
extended tight-binding model, which has explicitly included
the curvature effect,18,32,43 for the E11
M transition for all me-
tallic nanotubes with diameters in the range 0.6 nm,dt
,1.6 nm. We then obtain a functional form DE11M sdt ,ud for
the splitting energy that accounts for both the diameter and
chiral angle dependence of the splitting energy by fitting the
calculated DE11M sn ,md with
DE11
M sdt,ud =
A1
dt
+
B1
dt
2 + SC1dt + D1dt2 Dcoss3ud s13d
The parameters that fit to the calculated DE11M are given
by A1=0.01325 eV nm, B1=−0.03839 eV nm2, C1=−0.1839
eV nm, and D1=0.7521 eV nm2.
For semiconducting nanotubes, the interference effect be-
tween the E11
S and E22S bands is negligible for the RBM, since
the JDOS far from the E11
S band edge is small and thus the
intensity contribution from those E11S band states is small.
For metallic nanotubes, the situation is quite different. When
the energy spacing between the E11L
M and E11H
M peaks in the
JDOS is small, the contributions from both peaks are strong
and the interference effect between them becomes important.
The matrix element M for the RBM has an opposite sign for
the E11L
M and E11H
M vHSs fsee Fig. 1sbdg. Thus, the sign of M
plays an important role in determining the RRP for the RBM
in metallic nanotubes due to the quantum interference effect
between these two peaks. The quantum interference effect
can be a positive or a negative effect, depending on the mag-
nitude of the splitting energy introduced by the trigonal
warping effect. We know that, in the laser energy range be-
tween E11L
M and E11H
M
, the Raman intensity has contributions
from both states around E11L
M and around E11H
M
. If the contri-
butions from E11L
M and from E11H
M are added together, the
intensity is enhanced and this quantum interference effect is
a positive effect. Otherwise, if the two contributions are sub-
tracted from each other, the intensity is suppressed and this
quantum interference effect is a negative effect. Moreover,
Fig. 1 shows that the e-ph matrix element M for the RBM
has nodes inside the 2D BZ. This means that the higher
energy peaks occurring near the nodes will have a very low
intensity. Due to the node effect, the sign of M, the trigonal
warping effect and the quantum interference effect, we can
have different kinds of RRPs for the E11M transition for the
RBM in metallic tubes.
1. Large g case
In the case of large g s=0.06 eVd, we have four kinds of
RRPs for the Stokes process for metallic SWNTs and these
different RRPs are illustrated in Fig. 6. In order to see clearly
the quantum interference effect in the Raman intensity be-
tween the states around the E11L
M vHS and the states around
the E11H
M vHS, we also calculate the intensity by completely
removing the interference between these two contributions.
Equation s11d indicates that to obtain the correct total inten-
sity, we should first calculate the two contributions ImL and
ImH for the E11L
M and E11H
M cutting lines fIm is defined in Eq.
s12dg. Then, we should add the two contributions ImL and ImH
and take the absolute value squared, i.e., uImL + ImHu2. In this
way, the phase factors in ImL and ImH are considered and thus
the interference between these two contributions is included.
If we calculate the total intensity by adding the two ampli-
tudes squared, i.e., uImLu2+ uImHu2, the interference effect be-
tween ImL and ImH is removed. In order to see how the sign of
M determines the positive or negative interference effect, we
also calculate the intensity by taking uMu instead of M as the
e-ph matrix element in Eq. s12d. We discuss below the cor-
responding excitation profiles.
In Fig. 6sad, the resonance Raman profile is plotted for an
s8,5d tube, whose energy E11HM is about 2.90 eV. The corre-
sponding uN
M value for the node for E11H
M
=2.90 eV is about
24°, which is close to 22°, the chiral angle of the s8,5d tube.
Thus, due to the node effect, s8,5d tubes have a very low
intensity for the E11
M higher energy peak.
If uMu for the higher energy peak is not small, we have
three other kinds of possible RRPs which are shown in Figs.
6sbd–6sdd. In the RRP for the RBM for samples with large g,
each peak has a width of about 4g+ERBM. When the splitting
energy DE11
M ,4g+ERBM, the contributions to the RRP from
the lower and higher energy peaks have an overlap and a
quantum interference occurs fsee Fig. 6sbdg. The solid and
FIG. 6. Illustration of the four kinds of RRPs in the Stokes
process for the RBM in metallic nanotubes sad s8,5d, sbd s13,4d, scd
s12,6d, and sdd s11,8d. The profiles calculated by eliminating the
interference effect between the contributions from E11L
M and E11H
M
and the profiles calculated by taking uMu as the electron-phonon
matrix element are also shown by dashed and long-dashed curves.
The joint density of states are given to show the vHS peak splitting
energy. The broadening factor is g=0.06 eV.
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dashed lines in Fig. 6sbd are the RRPs that are calculated,
respectively, by including and NOT including the interfer-
ence effect. It is seen that the solid line has a larger intensity
than the dashed line in the energy range between E11L
M and
E11H
M
. The reason is that the opposite sign in M for the lower
and higher energy peaks makes the contributions from the
two peaks add to each other in the laser energy range be-
tween E11L
M and E11H
M
. This positive quantum interference ef-
fect enhances the intensity in this EL range. This analysis
indicates that if we use uMu as the e-ph matrix element, i.e.,
the e-ph matrix element has the same sign for the lower and
higher energy peaks, the interference effect should become a
negative effect. Indeed, the long-dashed curve, which is cal-
culated by taking uMu as the e-ph matrix element, shows that
the intensity in the energy range between E11L
M and E11H
M has
been reduced by this negative effect.
Without the quantum interference effect, the two peaks in
the intensity in Fig. 6sbd should be located at E11L
M +ERBM/2
and E11H
M +ERBM/2. The positive quantum interference tends
to enhance the intensity in the energy range between E11L
M
and E11H
M and thus the energy spacing between the two peaks
in the intensity tends to decrease. We hereafter call this effect
an attractive effect. The matrix element M is larger for the
lower energy peak than for the higher energy peak fsee upper
and lower curves in Fig. 1sbdg. From Eq. s12d it is known that
the intensity around the lower energy peak experiences less
of an effect from the higher energy peak, while the intensity
around the higher energy peak experiences more of an effect
from the lower energy peak. Thus, the attractive effect
mainly moves the higher energy peak toward the lower en-
ergy range, and moves the lower energy peak only slightly to
the higher energy range fsee Fig. 6sbdg.
When the splitting energy DE11
M is reduced to be s4g
+ERBMd /2, the two peaks in the intensity begin to merge and
appear as one peak, as shown in Fig. 6scd for the s12,6d tube.
The attractive effect induced by the sign of M decreases the
energy spacing needed for peak merging by ERBM/2. There-
fore, even though DE11
M in Fig. 6scd is as large as 0.13 eV, the
two peaks can merge to become one peak. Actually, Fig. 6scd
sdashed and long-dashed curvesd shows that when we do not
consider the interference effect or when we take uMu as the
e-ph matrix element, the two peaks can be resolved.
When DE11
M ,2g, the two peaks have a dominant overlap
region. The interference effect then becomes a negative in-
terference effect, which tends to suppress the peak intensity,
as indicated by Fig. 6sdd. This negative effect can be under-
stood from Eq. s12d. The Raman intensity has contributions
from both the states around E11L
M and around E11H
M
. If the E11L
M
and E11H
M peaks in the JDOS are very close in energy, the
denominator in Eq. s12d is approximately the same for the
two contributions from E11L
M and E11H
M
. However, M has an
opposite sign for E11L
M and E11H
M
. Thus, the two contributions
partially cancel each other and the intensity is suppressed. If
we take uMu as the e-ph matrix element, the two contributions
are added together and the intensity is enhanced as indicated
by the long-dashed curve. The earlier discussions for the four
RRPs for the RBM are summarized in Table II.
As we have pointed out, without the attractive effect the
two peaks in Fig. 6 should be at E11L
M + sERBM/2d and E11H
M
+ sERBM/2d for the Stokes process. The attractive effect tends
to reduce the energy spacing between the two peaks by
ERBM/2 and this reduction mainly comes from the change of
the higher energy peak position. Thus, after including the
quantum interference effect, the two peaks are at E11L
M
+ERBM/2 and E11H
M
, respectively, for the Stokes process.
Therefore, when we try to obtain the EiiL
M and EiiH
M energies
from the RBM peak positions for metallic nanotubes, there is
a correction factor of ERBM/2 for the lower energy peak,
while there is no correction factor for the higher energy peak,
which downshifts by ERBM/2. The accuracy for the EiiL
M and
the EiiH
M values obtained by this method is better than 10
meV.
The anti-Stokes process has a similar attractive effect as
the Stokes process. Thus, the two crossing points with lower
and higher energies, for the Stokes and the normalized anti-
Stokes intensities are at EiiL
M and EiiH
M
− sERBM/2d, respec-
tively. This means that when we try to use the anti-Stokes to
Stokes intensity ratio to determine the EiiL
M and EiiH
M vHSs of
metallic nanotubes, there is no correction factor for the cross-
ing point in the lower energy range, while there is a correc-
tion factor of ERBM/2 for the crossing point position in the
higher energy range.
In Fig. 6, the tubes s13,4d, s12,6d, and s11,8d have similar
diameters but different chiral angles. Figures 6sbd–6sdd indi-
cate that the intensity decreases with increasing chiral angle,
which follows from the chiral angle dependence of the e-ph
matrix element ssee Sec. IIId and is consistent with experi-
mental observation.15,16
2. Small g case
For the small g case, we have two common kinds of
RRPs for the Stokes process and they are shown in Fig. 7,
where the RRPs are calculated by taking g=0.006 eV. Fig-
ure 7sad is plotted for the s11,8d tube, which has a E11H
M
=1.96 eV and a chiral angle u<25°. From Eq. s10d, uN for
E11H
M
=1.96 eV is about 26°, which is close to 25°, the chiral
angle of the s11,8d tube. Correspondingly, the higher energy
TABLE II. The conditions and characteristics of the four kinds of RRPs in the Stokes process for the
RBM. The types R1–R4 correspond to the cases shown in Figs. 6sad–6sdd, respectively.
Conditions Characteristics Interference Chirality
R1 u<30.27–2.17E11H
M Only E11L
M peak No interference u large
R2 2g+ERBM/2,DE11
M ,4g+ERBM Two peaks Positive effect u small
R3 2g,DE11
M ,2g+ERBM/2 One peak Strong positive effect
R4 DE11
M ,2g One weak peak Negative effect u large
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peak has a very low intensity due to the node effect. Figure
7sbd is plotted for a s13,4d tube, which represents another
kind of RRP. Figure 7sbd shows two peaks for the lower and
higher energy vHSs, and each peak is further split into inci-
dent and scattered peaks. For the small g case, in the RRP for
the RBM, the intensity width including both the incident and
scattered peaks for one vHS energy peak is about 4g
+ERBM. In order to have a quantum interference effect, the
splitting energy DE11
M should be smaller than 4g+ERBM
<0.045 eV, which means dt.1.4 nm and u.22°. From
Fig. 1sbd, we know that M for the higher energy peak flower
curves in Fig. 1sbdg is small when u.22°. It follows that
even though there is an interference effect for nanotubes with
dt.1.4 nm and u.22°, the interference effect should be
weak due to the small M for the higher energy peak. Thus,
we can neglect the interference effect in the RBM intensity
for the small g case. Therefore, for this case, we do not need
a correction factor when we try to get EiiL
M and EiiH
M by ana-
lyzing the RBM intensity. Moreover, due to the small g value
and the lack of a quantum interference effect, this kind of a
sample is a good candidate for observation of the RBM in-
tensity for the higher energy EiiH
M peak.
V. G BAND A SYMMETRY MODE RESONANCE RAMAN
EXCITATION PROFILES
The G band Raman intensity for the A symmetry TO and
LO phonon modes is calculated by using Eq. s11d. The G
band phonon modes have much larger energies than for the
RBM and thus, even for the large g case, the incident and
scattered resonance peaks should be resolved. Experimen-
tally, by varying the laser energy EL, the G band intensity is
observed most of the time, which is different from the RBM
feature which appears and disappears quickly as EL is varied.
This is also related to the large Eph for the G band phonon
modes, considering the broadening factor g.
A. Semiconducting nanotubes
Figure 8 shows the RRP for the Stokes process for the G
band A symmetry mode for the E22S transition for sad an SI
s13,5d tube and sbd an SII s13,6d tube. The RRP is calculated
by taking g=0.06 eV. Figure 8 shows that the LO mode has
a larger intensity than the TO mode. Furthermore, for the LO
mode, the s13,5d tube has a larger intensity than the s13,6d
tube, while for the TO mode the s13,5d tube has a slightly
smaller intensity than the s13,6d tube, which follows from the
tube type dependence of the e-ph matrix elements of the G
band A symmetry mode shown in Fig. 2. In comparison to
the intensity for the RBM ssee Fig. 3d, the intensity for the G
band has a weaker tube type dependence. In addition, we
note that the two peaks in the intensity in Fig. 8 have been
shifted in an attractive way from E22S and E22S +ELO. In com-
parison with the RBM, the shift energy here is larger. The
reason is that due to the large g and phonon energy, we have
a broadening intensity width for the E22S transition, where the
two peaks for the incident and scattered resonance have a
large overlap in their contributions to the intensity. Thus,
more states in the E11
S and E22S bands make a contribution to
the intensity in comparison to the RBM and therefore the
shift energy becomes larger. From the solid and dashed
curves in Fig. 8 for the LO mode, we see that the interference
effect between the E11S and E22S bands tends to enhance the
ratio of the incident resonance peak intensity to the scattered
resonance peak intensity for the LO mode. Thus, unlike the
case for the RBM, to obtain the correct RRP shape for the
LO mode, the e-ph matrix element M should be considered,
since M has an opposite sign for the E11
S and E22S cutting
lines.
The corresponding RRPs obtained by taking g
=0.006 eV are plotted in Fig. 9. For this case the intensity
peaks are very close in energy to E22
S and E22S +ELO, which
suggests that we can also determine the Eii energies properly
from the intensity peak positions of the LO mode for freely
suspended nanotubes.
B. Metallic nanotubes
Due to the presence of free electrons, G band scattering
from metallic nanotubes shows asymmetrically broadened
Breit-Wigner-Fano line shapes around the TO mode fre-
quency range,37 which will not be discussed here. Thus, for
metallic nanotubes we focus on the LO mode, which has a
frequency of about 1590 cm−1. As we have pointed out, if we
substitute SI and SII in Fig. 2sad by E11L
M and E11H
M
, respec-
tively, we will get a plot similar to the plot for the A sym-
metry LO mode for metallic nanotubes. For the LO mode,
FIG. 7. Illustration of the two kinds of RRPs in the Stokes
process for the RBM in metallic nanotubes sad s11,8d and sbd s13,4d
calculated with g=0.006 eV. The joint density of states are given to
show the vHS peak positions.
FIG. 8. Raman intensity for the Stokes process for the G band A
symmetry mode vs excitation energy EL for sad an SI s13,5d and sbd
an SII s13,6d semiconducting tube where g=0.06 eV is used in the
calculations. The dashed line in sad is the calculated profile by
eliminating the interference effect between the E11
S and E22
S bands.
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the e-ph matrix element M has an opposite sign outside and
inside the 2D BZ. Thus, the sign of M also plays an impor-
tant role in determining the RRP for the LO mode in metallic
nanotubes. For the LO mode, the interference effect becomes
more complicated, since there are both incident and scattered
resonance peaks for each vHS feature and there is also a
trigonal warping effect, which splits one vHS peak Eii
M into
two peaks EiiL
M and EiiH
M
.
For the large g case, the four kinds of RRPs are shown in
Figs. 10sad–10sdd, where g is taken as 0.06 eV. In the RRP
for the LO mode, the intensity width, including both the
incident and scattered peaks, for one vHS feature is about
4g+ELO. If DE11
M .4g+ELO, the interference effect between
E11L
M and E11H
M is weak and four peaks should be seen. Figure
10sad shows this case for a s9,0d SWNT, where four peaks
can be resolved.
When DE11
M ,4g+ELO, the positive interference effect in-
duces an attractive effect, which tends to enhance the inten-
sities of the two middle peaks fsee Fig. 10sbd for a s9,3d
SWNTg. For the case of DE11
M ,2g+ELO, the two peaks in
the middle region are merged into one peak due to the attrac-
tive effect between the E11L
M scattered and E11H
M incident
peaks. We show this case in Fig. 10scd for the s12,3d SWNT,
where we can see a central peak with high intensity and two
humps on the left and right sides of this peak.
When DE11
M is further reduced to be DE11M ,2g, the two
features, including all four peaks, around E11L
M and E11H
M try to
merge into one peak, since the broadening factor g is large
compared to other energies fsee dashed curves in Fig. 10sdd
for the s11,8d tubeg. However, in this case the interference
effect turns out to be a negative interference effect, which
suppresses the peak intensities and it further separates the
peak positions. Thus, from the solid curve of Fig. 10sdd, we
see two distinct peaks but with suppressed intensity.
It is worth noting that, for the large g case, types sad and
sbd in Fig. 10 should be observable only when DE11M .2g
+ELO<0.22 eV, which means that dt should be smaller than
1nm. For nanotubes with dt.1 nm, we can get only two
kinds of RRPs, i.e., cases scd and sdd in Fig. 10. The proper-
ties of the four kinds of LO RRPs are listed in Table III.
For the large g case, in order to observe the RRP type
where four peaks are resolved, we have to choose small di-
ameter nanotubes. However, this RRP type becomes a com-
mon type for the small g case. By taking g=0.006 eV, we
find two types of RRPs, which are shown in Fig. 11 and here
Fig. 11sad represents a common type. Figure 11sbd shows
another type of RRP, where the middle two peaks are merged
into one peak. This type can appear only when the splitting
energy DE11
M <ELO.
TABLE III. The conditions and characteristics of the four kinds of RRPs associated with the A symmetry
LO mode for metallic SWNTs. The types L1–L4 correspond to the cases shown in Figs. 6sad–6sdd,
respectively.
Conditions Characteristics Interference Chirality
L1 DE11
M ,4g+ELO Four peaks Negligible dt small
L2 2g+ELO,DE11
M ,4g+ELO Enhanced middle peaks Positive effect dt small
L3 2g,DE11
M ,2g+ELO One high peak, two humps Strong positive effect
L4 DE11
M ,2g Two peaks Negative effect u small
FIG. 9. Raman intensity for the Stokes process for the G band A
symmetry mode vs excitation energy EL for sad an SI s13,5d tube
and sbd an SII s13,6d tube where g=0.006 eV is used in the
calculations.
FIG. 10. Illustration of the four kinds of RRPs for the Stokes
process for the LO mode in metallic nanotubes sad s9,0d, sbd s9,3d,
scd s12,3d, and sdd s11,8d. The profiles calculated by eliminating the
interference effect and the profiles calculated by taking uMu as the
electron-phonon matrix element are also shown by dashed and
long-dashed curves. The joint density of states are given to show
the vHS peak splitting energy. The broadening factor g=0.06 eV is
used in the calculations.
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VI. GUIDANCE FOR EXPERIMENTALISTS
For the samples with small g, the RBM intensity peaks
are clear and one can easily find the Eii values. For the
samples with large g sas defined earlierd, the incident and
scattered peaks merge together. A simple and easy way to
find a good estimate for the Eii values, rather than by making
a detailed fit, is just to consider the peak position minus the
correction factor ERBM/2. For metallic nanotubes, the quan-
tum interference effect introduces an additional energy shift
for the intensity peak positions and a proper correction factor
is also found and listed in Table IV. By using the correction
factors in Table IV, the Eii values thus obtained have an
accuracy up to 10 meV.
By taking g=0.06 eV, we calculate the RBM intensity in
the Stokes process for the E22
S transition for semiconducting
tubes sI2Sd and the E11L
M transition for metallic tubes sI1Md with
diameters in the range of 0.6–1.6 nm. For SI tubes and SII
tubes, a functional form of I2Ssdt ,ud can be obtained by fitting
the calculated I2Ssn ,md with
I2
Ssdt,ud
C
=
A2
S
dt
+
B2
S
dt
2 + SC2Sdt + D2
S
dt
2 Dcoss3ud s14d
For SII tubes, there are nodes for the e-ph matrix element in
the high chiral angle range. Thus, we have two sets of fitting
parameters for u,25° and uø25°, respectively. For metallic
nanotubes, a functional form for I1Msdt ,ud is obtained by fit-
ting the calculated I1Msn ,md with
I1
Msdt,ud
C
=
A1
M
dt
+
B1
M
dt
2 + SC1Mdt + D1
M
dt
2 Dcoss3ud s15d
Armchair tubes are special metallic nanotubes since they
have two vHSs around the same K point for the E11M transi-
tion. Thus, they have a different set of fitting parameters. The
common constant C in Eqs. s14d and s15d is a tube-
independent constant. The fitting parameters in Eqs. s14d and
s15d are listed in Table V.
Figures 1sad and 1sbd tell us that due to the nodes of the
e-ph matrix element for the vHSs inside the 2D BZ, the SII
and metallic tubes around the nodes have a very weak RBM
intensity for the E22
S and E11H
M transitions, respectively. Figure
6 tells us that for the SDS wrapped metallic nanotubes, the
two peaks in the RRP are merged into one peak when the
energy spacing DE11
M between the two vHS peaks in the
JDOS due to the trigonal warping effect is smaller than 2g
+ERBM/2<0.13 eV. By summarizing these results, we can
classify SII and metallic tubes into three kinds according to
their RBM RRP characteristics for the E22
S and E11M transi-
tions, respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 12, where two
curves are drawn, i.e., curves 1 and 2. Above curve 1, the SII
tubes have a large intensity and metallic tubes show a two-
peak feature. Below curve 2 is a node region, where the SII
tubes have a very weak intensity and metallic tubes have a
very weak intensity for the higher energy peak, since the
vHSs for these tubes are close to nodes. The region between
curves 1 and 2 is a special region, where the SDS wrapped
metallic tubes only show a one peak RBM feature due to the
strong interference effect. Freely suspended SWNTs or
SWNTs on a Si substrate can, however, show two peaks.
Thus, this is a region sensitive to the broadening factor g of
the samples. SII tubes in this region also are predicted to
show a large intensity. Figure 12 thus can be used to identify
metallic nanotubes, which may show a two peak feature in
RBM intensity measurements.
VII. SUMMARY
In summary, we have used our calculated e-ph matrix el-
ement to interpret first-order Raman processes under various
experimental conditions. The theory of the e-ph matrix ele-
ment can well explain the observed chirality-dependent prop-
erties of the RBM and G band A symmetry mode resonance
Raman intensities. For semiconducting nanotubes, the RRPs
are calculated for both SI and SII semiconducting tubes in
the large and small g sline broadeningd regimes. We find that
the e-ph matrix has a negligible effect on the RRP shape for
the RBM, while the e-ph matrix must be considered to obtain
correct RRP shapes for the LO mode, since the quantum
interference effect between the states for E11S and E22S bands
for the LO mode cannot be neglected.
TABLE IV. The peak positions in the RBM intensity and the
crossing point positions of the Stokes and normalized anti-Stokes
RBM intensities. M and S represent metallic and semiconducting
nanotubes, respectively.
Type Peak position S/AS crossing point position
S Eii
S + sERBM/2d Eii
S
M EiiL
M + sERBM/2d ,EiiH
M EiiL ,EiiH
M
− sERBM/2d
TABLE V. The fitting parameters for the intensity I2
Ssn ,md for
semiconducting nanotubes and I1
Msn ,md for metallic nanotubes.
Type A snmd B snm2d C snmd D snm2d
SI −0.03187 −0.04106 0.07297 0.4163
SII su,25° d 0.09683 −0.2997 0.03431 0.4300
SII suø25° d −0.0005478 0.03230 −0.26691 0.01084
M −0.05525 −0.06549 0.05871 0.7578
Armchair −0.2634 0.4302 0 0
FIG. 11. Illustration of the two kinds of RRPs calculated for the
Stokes process for the LO mode in metallic nanotubes for the sad
s12,6d and sbd s13,4d SWNTs and using g=0.006 eV. The joint
density of states curves are plotted to show the vHS peak position.
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Motivated by the observation of the opposite sign in both
the RBM and LO mode matrix elements inside and outside
the 2D BZ, we have studied the interference effect in the
Raman spectra for metallic nanotubes due to the trigonal
warping effect. The calculated results can explain the experi-
mentally observed missing RBM Raman signals for the
higher energy vHS peaks for SDS wrapped metallic nano-
tubes. Different types of RRPs for metallic nanotubes in the
large and small g regimes are found.
We calculate the RBM intensity for the E22
S transition for
semiconducting nanotubes and for the E11L
M transition for me-
tallic nanotubes. The functions describing the diameter and
chiral angle dependence of the RBM intensity are found.
In summarizing the main results in the paper, we find
three different regimes for sn ,md indices according to their
RBM spectra characteristics. From these three regimes one
can easily predict which sn ,md tubes are expected to have
strong or weak RBM intensity and which sn ,md metallic
tubes may show a two peak feature in the RBM intensity
measurement.
We did not consider exciton effects in this paper. Exciton
effects are important for small diameter semiconducting
nanotubes. The influence of exciton effects on the Raman
intensities studied here will be addressed in a future work.
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